Is My Child Using
Drugs?
FREE check-list for starting your search

Searching Check Lists
WHAT to look for
Bad breathe
long sleeves on hot days
bruises on ankles and arms
slurred speech
how they smell
blood shot eyes
eyes with dilated pupils
bad hygiene
scratching
soot on their hands and clothes
the body shaking
appetite changes: cravings
loss of appetite
weight loss or gain
mood swings or mood changes
secretive behavior
change in friend group
abandoning social activities
"not arriving" to the location they said or
extreme tardiness
careless driving after seeing friends

Searching Check Lists
WHAT continued:
teacher's observations such as falling
asleep at school, grades slipping, lack of
concentration
what they like on social media
drug paraphernalia
missing money from your wallet or house
missing alcohol from your home
missing over-the-counter drugs from the
medicine cabinet
missing prescription drugs
folded dollars bills
tin foil
spoons
needles
one inch square baggies
little plastic knots
lighters
vape pens
rips in their clothing
safety pins on their clothes
loose shoe laces

Searching Check Lists
WHERE to look:
CD or movie cases
vents in their bedroom
their car
candy bags of M&Ms, Skittles etc
inside "safe meds" containers
loose floor boards
makeup case
inside books
in the house plants and dirt
clothes- pockets, holes, double fabric areas
jackets
underwear and sock drawers
backpack
purse
mattress
under bed
closet
inside shoes
behind picture frames
inside batter compartment of electronics
unopened bottles or cans

Searching Check Lists
WHERE continued:
taped under dresser, behind bedroom
furniture, closet walls etc
boxes: like toothpaste box, shoe box, etc
locker at school
hoodies and favorite accessories
hats
under the sink
inside water bottles

This is only the Beginning!

Don't make the mistake that
this checklist is enough!
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IF YOU THOUGHT THIS CHECKLIST WAS
HELPFUL- THEN YOU'LL REALLY APPRECIATE
THE VIDEO/WORKSHEET KIT!
HTTPS://THEIMPACTFULPARENT.COM/DRUGS

